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Abstract

In distributional semantics, compositionality is crucial and compo-
sition models have enjoyed an upheaval of interest in recent years.
This research attempted to systematize composition models for two
words, an basic and important family of composition models, with a
focus on expressive power. Inspired by this analysis, I devised novel
models based on artificial neural networks which have great expres-
sive power and recently achieved impressive empirical results. The
research was also about the impact a sparse vector space has on the
quality of composed vectors. I evaluated 8 proposed models plus 4
baseline models combined with 2 choices of vector space through 3
experiments where models were trained on either a balanced or un-
balanced dataset. The proposed models and sparse vector space have
achieved the best performance in certain settings. This factorial ex-
periment also allowed me to explore the complex interaction between
different aspects of compositional distributional semantics and make
suggestion for future research.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

I am a HAL 9000 computer. I
became operational at the H.A.L.
plant in Urbana, Illinois, on the
12th January 1992. My instructor
was Mr. Langley, and he taught
me to sing a song.

HAL 9000

For a computer to have conversation in fluent English as HAL 9000 does in
2001: A Space Odyssey, it must understand an infinite number of sentences.

In a large part of the history of natural language processing (NLP), this was
impossible because researchers framed human languages as a sibling of logics, as
? famously wrote:

There is in my opinion no important theoretical difference between
natural languages and the artificial languages of logicians; indeed, I
consider it possible to comprehend the syntax and semantics of both
kinds of languages within a single natural and mathematically precise
theory.

Even though logics is well-understood, powerful, and indeed works under the
hood of most modern computers; it falls short in capturing the fuzzy, multi-
faceted meaning of natural words and the complex interaction, with lots of ir-
regularities, between them. Some limitations of logics can be demonstrated by
a word: good. Although everybody understands and uses this word, nobody, to
the best of my knowledge, has defined it in an uncontroversial way. A person
can be good as a worker while not good as a mother, and good in the eyes of her
colleagues while not so to her employer. Moreover, Alice and Bob can be both
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1. INTRODUCTION

good but one is better than the other and the ways in which they are good can
differ.

An alternative way to the semantics of human language is to represent mean-
ingful units as points or vectors in a vector space. In contrast to logical structures,
vectors can effortlessly express fuzziness by and polysemy. Moreover, they can
be learned unsupervisedly from a large body of text, fed as the input of machine
learners and efficiently manipulated by parallel computing.

Researchers have acknowledged the advantages of vector spaces. Starting
in 1990 with a research modelling the similarity of words by the proximity of
vectors [?], vector space models (VSMs) of meaning have greatly improved and
shown human-level performance in similarity judgement tasks. Nowadays we are
on the verge of a radically different NLP where a significant part of meaning
is represented by vectors. Researchers have been attacking many subproblems
in NLP with encouraging results such as selectional preference [?], terminology
mining [?], recommender systems [?], word sense discovering [?] and machine
translation [?], among others.

Another contrast to logics but not advantageous for vectors is meaning com-
position. While it is native to the syntax and semantics of logics, the composition
of two or more vectors is lossy and complex. This problem is of crucial impor-
tance. Without composition, we cannot understand a noun phrase, not to men-
tion infinitely many sentences. In response to its special role, researchers have
endeavoured to construct compositional VSMs and created a large and growing
literature around the issue.

This research is an attempt to contribute to that literature with new ap-
proaches. It was born from my longtime interest in the human brain and what
mimics it, artificial neural networks (ANNs). In my perspective, biomimicry is
not the only road to artificial intelligence, as ? put it: airplane “doesn’t flap its
wings”; and ANNs, however deep they are, are not the silver bullet of machine
learning. Nonetheless, the brain and ANNs have many desirable properties that,
in an appropriate problem setting, can greatly improve performance. I put pri-
ority on the sparseness of representation and the expressive power of ANNs.
Sparse representation is thought to be able to disentangle factors and choose the
most appropriate ones. A large group of ANNs was proved to be able to ap-
proximate any function to arbitrary accuracy. Moreover, recent developments in
ANN research have created architectures that can be trained very effectively and
achieved impressive empirical performance.

My thesis is organized as follows: The first part places the research in context,
puts forward unsolved problems and motivates solutions. It does so by discussing
linguistics notion of and observations on compositionality (Chapter ??); studying
VSMs and current approaches to composition (Chapter ??); and exploring ANNs,
especially recent developments (Chapter ??). The second part actually writes
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1. INTRODUCTION

down my answers to problems in the previous part and grade those answers. In
this part, Chapter ?? proposes novel ANN-based composition models; Chapter
?? describes tasks to evaluate them; and Chapter ?? details the results. The last
part made of Chapter ?? discusses the achievements and future directions.
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Part I

Background
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Chapter 2

Linguistic perspectives

The possibility of our
understanding sentences which we
have never heard before rests
evidently on this, that we can
construct the sense of a sentence
out of parts that correspond to
words.

Frege

The concept of the composition of meaning has been around since ancient
times in Plato’s works. In 19th century, compositionality as a principle was put in
the spotlight largely via the work of Frege (however, cf. ? about this attribution)
and became a topic of extensive research as well as intense debates. Although
some opponents refute the principle as an universal truth or even question its the
nature (e.g. whether it is a scientific hypothesis or a methodological principle),
no one would deny that it works for a large part of natural languages (see ? for
a review). The principle in its simplest form can be stated as:

The meaning of a complex expression is determined by its structure
and the meanings of its constituents.

In linguistics and philosophy of language, the principle of compositionality
is taken to explain attributes of language such as productivity (the ability of a
competent language user to understand and produce sentences that she never
encountered before) or systematicity (the ability of a competent language user
to understand a sentence constructed from some other sentence, such as who un-
derstands the chair is next to the table will also understand the table is next to
the chair). In cognitive sciences, compositionality is used to solve the puzzle of
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2. LINGUISTIC PERSPECTIVES

language acquisition or argue for language of thought hypothesis. In computa-
tional linguists’ hands, compositionality is a tool to understand human languages
by machines.

A potential problem to compositionality is idiomatic expressions like lose your
head in this sentence taken from the Corpus of Contemporary American English
(COCA) [?]:

High have you risen and higher still shall you rise, until you lose your
head when you dare to love a woman beyond your station.

Of course, one needs to retain his head to be able to love a woman. In this
context, the phrase actually means to lose control over one’s emotions and actions.
However, it can be argued that on hearing this sentence, a typical language
user also activates the literal meaning of the phrase which generates its distinct
sentiment from, for example, lose control of your emotions. Moreover, the idiom
does not prevent the use of the compositional meaning in other cases, for example,
when the hearer is standing next to a guillotine. Many other examples can show
that compositionality is an crucial part of human languages.

Compositionality principle does not commit to a particular notion of meaning,
be it symbolic, or subsymbolic therefore we can talk about the compositionality
of logic symbols as well as vectors. At first, it appears striking that we can
talk about the composition of meaning while not knowing what meaning itself
is. However many mathematical, philosophical, and scientific enterprises have
emerged from similar ill-defined concepts such as probability, consciousness, and
gravity.

The journey to the meaning of a complex expression can be bumpy. ? noticed
that in a function-argument structure, the behavior of the function can vary
greatly with the choice of the argument while the meaning of the argument is
unchanged. He called this functional principle and illustrated it with cases like
flat tire, flat beer, flat note, etc. ? also contrasted red apple (red on the outside)
and pink grapefruit (pink on the inside). Prepositions and minimum-content
verbs like take, do show even more variance. Although the validity of function-
argument structure is not uncontroversial and the role of each constituent in a
phrase is not always clear, it is obvious from these examples that the function
from the meaning of constituents to that of the phrase is complex. Any model of
composition should take into account this fact.
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Chapter 3

Compositional distributional
semantics

You shall know a word by the
company it keeps.

J. R. Firth

What the epigraph essentially means is that the pattern of contexts in which a
word occurs is an important source of knowledge to understand the word’s mean-
ing. This idea is called distributional hypothesis, hence the name distributional
semantics.

In natural language processing literature, the distributional hypothesis is ex-
ploited extensively. In a line of research, researchers gather statistics of a word
in a large corpus into a vector representing it. This general idea has appeared
as early as 1990 with latent semantic indexing [?]. Since then, researches have
proliferated with many different techniques regarding matrix types, matrix trans-
formation, dimensionality reduction, similarity measure and recently modalities
and composition methods (see ? and ? for reviews).

Another line of research makes use of machine learning techniques to induce
word representation. The employed techniques are diverse, including, but not
limited to, clustering [?]; hidden Markov models, both shallow and deep [?];
restricted Boltzman machines (e.g. ?); and neural networks, shallow (e.g. ?) and
deep (e.g. ?). These researches belong to a larger theme of machine learning
called feature learning or representation learning (see ? for a review).

Recently, these two lines of research started to converge with works that make
use of methods from both of them [?] and evaluate them in the same context [?].

In this research, I was only able to use statistical methods (corresponding
to count models in ?). Models emerged from these methods were shown to be
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3. COMPOSITIONAL DISTRIBUTIONAL SEMANTICS

powerful tools to approximate linguistic and cognitive meaning, achieving hu-
man level performance on synonymy tests (cf. ?). ?, by referring a large body
of research, has argued that these models “are models of a significant part of
meanings as it is encoded in human linguistic competence”. Apart from theoret-
ical accomplishments, they have been used to tackle some applicative problems
such as terminology mining [?], recommender systems [?], automated thesaurus
construction and machine translation [??].

Although I used statistical methods to derive vectors for evaluation, my com-
position models do not depend on any particular space any can certainly work
well with, for example, neural representations.

Next sections will touch some important aspects of vectors, vector space con-
struction and composition.

3.1 Vectors as meaning carriers

In mathematics, a vector space is a structure whose elements can be added or
multiplied by a scalar. Elements of a vector space are called vectors, without
any restriction on their nature, they can be functions for example. Scalars are
numbers, also not restricted to real numbers but can be complex numbers for
example.

In current context, by vector space, I generally mean a special kind of vector
spaces, namely real coordinate space. A real coordinate space of dimensionality
n, denoted by Rn, is a structure of vectors (yes, real vectors) ~u = [u1, ..., un], ui ∈
R, ∀i = 1, ..., n (I will drop the overhead arrow in subsequent formulae) with two
operators, the addition of two vectors and the multiplication of a vector and a real
number. In this thesis, I will use space or vector space to mean real coordinate
space.

A trait of vector spaces which can be easily overlooked is that it can encode al-
most everything. All assignations of a set of boolean variables can be represented
by vectors in a vector space. The same applies for categorical, integer and real
variables. Vectors coming from two or more spaces of dimensionality n1, ..., ns

can be encoded by vectors of dimensionality n =
∑s

i=1 ni. A matrix A ∈ Rn×n

can be represented by a vector u ∈ Rnn and the corresponding linear mapping
can be rewritten as:

Av =


u1v1 + ...+ unvn
un+1v1 + ...+ un+nvn
...
un(n−1)+1v1 + ...+ unnvn

 (3.1)

Tensors and multi-linear mappings can be expressed in an analogous manner.
Polynomials and in general any function family that can be parametrized by a
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3. COMPOSITIONAL DISTRIBUTIONAL SEMANTICS

finite set of parameters can comfortably live in a vector space. To foster imagi-
nation, the whole brain of any person at any point in time can be encoded by a
big vector.

As a consequence, the argument that nouns and adjectives live in different
spaces is equivalent to the argument that they live in separate regions of a space.
Treating nouns as vectors, adjectives as matrices and transitive verbs as tensors
of rank 3 is equivalent to representing them in different regions of different sizes in
one vector space. Whenever vector spaces can model meaning, we can do so with
one vector space. This observation will enable us to directly compare radically
different methods in next sections.

A potential limitation of vector spaces is the fact that they are bounded. A
vector space of n dimensions cannot encode more than n real variables without
loss of information. It is in sharp contrast with the productivity of language
which allows a language user, with adequate idealization (for example, infinite
amount of time and energy), produce or understand an infinitely long sentence.
This is a part of the attack [?] of classicists to connectionists in 1980s. However,
if we do not go too far and claim for all language or cognition processes, we can
get rid of this debate.

Just as compositionality principle does not require a definition of meaning,
a vector space model (VSM) is taken to be a model of meaning in the sense
that it captures a part of the information content of meaning. The goodness of
a model is understood in operational term, not being how faithful it is to the
elusive meaning but being how good it can perform language tasks.

Traditionally, similarity judgement tasks are central to distributional seman-
tics to the point that in a recent paper, [?] has included a similarity measure into
her definition of distributional semantics models. To avoid adding components
for composition, reasoning, language modeling, production, etc., I will regard a
VSM simply as a function that maps lexical units to vectors. It is necessarily a
partial function as new words appear everyday and not all of them that we can
guess.

3.2 Statistical methods for model construction

The construction of a model starts with gathering contexts for each words, sum-
marized in a matrix, and then transforms this matrix to improve its quality (see
? for a review and ? for a recent comparison of alternatives). Following recent
researches [??], I used within-sentence co-occurrences as contexts, Positive Point-
wise Mutual Information (PPMI) for weighting and Singular Value Decomposition
(SVD) for dimensionality reduction. I also experimented with a transformation
called non-negative sparse embedding for reasons explained in Section ??.
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3. COMPOSITIONAL DISTRIBUTIONAL SEMANTICS

Different types of contexts capture different information about a word. In ?’s
distinction, co-occurrences give us paradigmatic relations between words (words
that can substitute each other tend to be similar) in contrast to syntagmatic
relations (words that can syntactically combine tend to be similar). I chose co-
occurrence contexts for their suitability to composition.

Co-occurrences can be defined within a moving window (for example, includ-
ing 2 nearest words in the left, 3 in the right), within a syntactic relation or
within a sentence. However when it comes to contexts of phrases (which can be
discontinuous, for example the phrase good days can be extracted from a larger
phrase good old days), only within-sentence contexts are well-defined.

Contexts themselves can take different forms such as stems, lemmas, original
words, POS tagged words. No particular choice has been found to outperform all
others in all tasks or do significantly better in composition tasks. In this research
I used only bare words.

This except is taken from COCA [?]:

Commonly eaten species of Fabaceae, Poaceae, and Amaranthaceae
are rarely eaten raw [...]

The words commonly, rarely, raw tell us little about Fabaceae, Poaceae, and Ama-
ranthaceae while the words eaten and species suggest that they are some kinds of
plants. Weighting schemes take into account the fact that different contexts bear
different amount of information and try to assign appropriate weights to them.

PPMI is a popular weighting scheme. Mutual information is defined as the
probability that two events co-occur compared to the expected probability if they
co-occur just by chance. If there is no relation between a word and a context,
they will co-occur just as frequent as they do purely by chance and their mutual
information is zero. On the other hand, if there is an interesting relation between
them, they may co-occur more often, rendering their mutual information positive.
Let fij be the value of frequency matrix at row i, column j and assume summation
runs through all possible values of i and j. PPMI can be defined by the following
equations (adopted from ?):

pij =
fij∑

i

∑
j fij

(3.2)

pi∗ =

∑
j fij∑

i

∑
j fij

(3.3)

p∗j =

∑
i fij∑

i

∑
j fij

(3.4)
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3. COMPOSITIONAL DISTRIBUTIONAL SEMANTICS

pmiij = log

(
pij
pi∗p∗j

)
(3.5)

xij =

{
pmiij if pmiij > 0

0 otherwise
(3.6)

Because a co-occurrence matrix often has tens or even hundreds thousands of
columns, it is often needed to transform it into smaller dimensionality for efficient
storage and usage. Via this transformation, researchers also hope to uncover
latent meaning, reduce noise in data or manipulate sparseness. Dimensionality
reduction is an important component in distributional semantics apparatus and
will be discussed in details in the next section.

3.3 Dimensionality reduction

Let X ∈ Rm×n be the input representation, which can be either raw cooccurrence
counts or the result of some transformation. Each of m rows is a n-dimensional
vector representing of a word. We would like to transform X into matrix A ∈
Rm×k where each row represents a word in the new k-dimensional space.

Usually, k < n, hence the name dimensionality reduction. However, overcom-
pleteness, that is the use of more dimensions than that of original space, has been
proved useful in certain cases for reasons discussed in section ??.

3.3.1 Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)

SVD is a matrix factorization technique that identifies dimensions with great-
est variance, and has the power of combining similar dimensions into common
components while possibly reducing noise in data.

Formally, SVD is defined as the decomposition:

X = UΣV T (3.7)

where q is the rank of X, U ∈ Rm×q,Σ ∈ Rq×q, V ∈ Rn×q. Σ is a diagonal matrix
consists of singular values.

Here, we actually make use of truncated SVD where only r = min{q, k} largest
singular values are kept in the result. Let Σr is the matrix formed by removing
all rows and columns of Σ except those containing r largest singular values. Ur

and Vr are the matrices produced by selecting the corresponding columns from
U and V . The transformed matrix will be:

A = UrΣr (3.8)
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3. COMPOSITIONAL DISTRIBUTIONAL SEMANTICS

Truncated SVD is thought to have one or all of those effects: latent mean-
ing discovering [??], noise reduction [?], high-order co-occurrence (first-order
co-occurrence is when two words appear in identical contexts, high-order co-
occurrence is when they appear in similar contexts) [??], sparsity reduction (as a
way to fight data scarcity) [?]. It has also been successfully applied to solve many
tasks in a wide range in NLP applications and in the modelling of cognitive tasks
and brain activity.

3.3.2 Non-Negative Sparse Embedding (NNSE)

Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) has proven its effectiveness and become
the de facto standard for dimensionality reduction. However, SVD creates a
representation which is hard to interpret and not cognitively plausible.

Cognitive scientists have demonstrated that the representation in the brain is
sparse, i.e. a relatively small number of neurons is active for each stimulus [???].

Given that the brain has always been the champion in natural language pro-
cessing, it is natural to mimic the way it works for not only cognitive plausibility
per se but also for performance. Following this line of thought, ?, ?, and ? de-
vised sparse representations for state-of-the-art speech recognition and ? demon-
strated that sparse representation facilitates handwritten digit classification as
well as sentiment regression (see ? for more information and discussion).

In distributional semantics, ? took the first step in this direction by showing
that vector space models created using Non-Negative Sparse Encoding (NNSE) is
much more interpretable and also competitive with SVD in various behavioural
and neuro-decoding tasks.

According to Murphy et al., NNSE solves the following optimization problem:

arg min
A,D

m∑
i=1

(
‖Xi,: − Ai,:D‖2 + λ ‖Ai,:‖1

)
(3.9)

where D ∈ Rk×n, Di,:D
T
i,: ≤ 1,∀1 ≤ i ≤ k

and A ∈ Rm×k, Ai,j ≥ 0,∀1 ≤ i ≤ m,∀1 ≤ j ≤ k
D is called a dictionary with k entries, each encodes a repetitive pattern in

data. λ ∈ R is a hyperparameter and ‖Ai,:‖1 =
∑k

j=1 |Ai,j| is the L1 regularization

of the ith row of A. The goal is to find a sparse and non-negative matrix A that
best explains the data as the combination of entries in dictionary D. The norm
of rows in D is restricted by 1, otherwise one can easily trade the scaling of Ai,j

for the scaling of Di,:, thereby effectively disable the regression.
In our complex world, it is reasonable to believe that there are many latent

factors that explains the meaning of a word. While the dimensionality of SVD
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3. COMPOSITIONAL DISTRIBUTIONAL SEMANTICS

cannot exceed the rank of the coocurrence matrix, NNSE can create an overcom-
plete dictionary that have many more dimensions.

Although an overcomplete dictionary has many redundant bases, the L1 penalty
is able to choose the most appropriate bases and zero the others, even if they have
a high degree of correlation with the data.

This is an example of explaining away effect, which happens regularly in
everyday life and is also known as discounting principle in psychology [?]. It is
the tendency of people, when explaining an event, to reduce the probability of
one cause in the presence of a more likely cause. For example, when one find
the lawn in front of her house wet, she might think that it rained yesterday.
However, if she knows that sprinklers water the lawn every morning, she might
think it probably didn’t rain. Here, an observation has rendered two otherwise
independent events to become mutually exclusive. In other words, one event has
explained away the other. Probabilistically speaking, two independent events can
become conditionally dependent in the light of new evident.

3.4 Composition models for vector spaces

In a survey covering many composition models, ? have proposed an unifying
formula for phrase composition:

p = f(u, v, R,K) (3.10)

where u, v are vectors representing two constituents, R is the syntactic relation
between them, K is the knowledge of a language user, and p is the resulting
phrase. They then ignored K for simplicity.

I argue that K is not an argument of this function. When an utterance is
presented to a language user, it is the words and their relations that appear to her
while her knowledge has always existed and not yet changed. Therefore K should
be considered as a part of the function instead. Put in other words, the existence
of an input argument apart from the words and their relation is a violation of
compositionality principle, the assumption that makes our research possible.

I will make explicit the knowledge contained in a composition function by
a set of parameters θ. In addition, because of the relatively small number of
syntactic relations, we can learn a specialized set of parameters for each relation,
hence:

p = f(u, v; θR) (3.11)

This is the general formula of most, if not all, existing composition models for
two words. As argued in Section ??, we can assume a single vector space without
loss of generality. However in some equations I will use different dimensionalities,
matrices or tensors merely for better readability.
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3. COMPOSITIONAL DISTRIBUTIONAL SEMANTICS

To capture the variation discussed in Chapter ??, a composition function
must has necessary expressive power, reflected in the form of the function and
the number of parameters. Based on this, I would like to divide them into four
groups.

3.4.1 Simple operation models

The first group is characterized by a vector or tensor operation without any
parameter. They cannot learn from the data or vary between syntactic relation.
The simplest model is perhaps vector addition:

f(u, v) = u+ v (3.12)

Element-wise multiplication achieves good results with a simple formula:

f(u, v) = u� v = [u1v1, ..., unvn]T (3.13)

Tensor product maintains information at the cost of explosive dimensionality:

f(u, v) = u⊗ v =


u1v1 u1v2 · · · u1vn
u2v1 u2v2 · · · u2vn

...
...

. . .
...

unv1 unv2 · · · unvn

 (3.14)

Circular convolution tries to compress it by summing along transdiagonal
elements:

f(u, v) = u~ v = [c1, ..., cn]T (3.15)

where
ci =

∑
j

uj · v(i−j) (3.16)

3.4.2 Nearest neighbour models

? called for the help of neighbours of the predicate in a predicate-argument
structure:

f(u, v) = u+ v +
∑
i

ni (3.17)

where {ni} stands for a predefined number of neighbours of the predicate which
are also close to the argument.

The behavior of Kintsch’s function is hard to characterized because it is in-
fluenced by an unknown part of the vocabulary. However some researches have
shown its performance to be comparable to that of additive model [?].
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3. COMPOSITIONAL DISTRIBUTIONAL SEMANTICS

3.4.3 Lexical function models

In lexical function models, some words are considered as functions operating on
other words. The composition function is simply function application or, when
they are expressed in matrices and tensors, multiplication. In this aspect, lexical
function models are similar to basic operation models.

However lexical function models do have the ability to learn from data. They
differ from other models in that the parameters they fit fall out of the composition
function into the VSM. In their treatment, some words are meant to compose.
Surprisingly, some researches [?] find out that they are still comparable to each
other individually.

This line of research starts with the composition of adjectives and nouns in
[?]:

f(A, v) = Av (3.18)

where A ∈ Rd×d represents an adjectives and v ∈ Rd stands for a noun.
Since then researchers have developed models for determiners, intransitive

verbs, transitive verbs. The approach is generalized by ?. Although elegant and
effective, it faces practicality problem because of the explosive size of tensors (if
nouns have one thousand dimensions, adjectives will have one million of them
and for transitive verbs, one billion). ? tries to fix this by describing each word
by a tuple of a vector and some matrices where the number of matrices equal to
the number of arguments that word can take. However a discussion of this model
falls out of the scope of this writing.

So far, the most powerful lexical function model remains to be (multi-)linear.

3.4.4 Parametrized models

The simplest model with a parametrized composition function is weighted addi-
tive:

f(u, v; θR) = αRu+ βRv (3.19)

An improvement by mixing additive and multiplicative models was introduced
in ?:

f(u, v; θR) = αRu+ βRv + γR(u� v) (3.20)

? proposed dilation model which stretches the vector v along the direction of
u:

f(u, v; θR) = (uu)v + (λR − 1)(uv)u (3.21)

Full additive model greatly increases the expressive power by using matrices
to combine word vectors:

f(u, v; θR) = ARu+BRv (3.22)
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3. COMPOSITIONAL DISTRIBUTIONAL SEMANTICS

where u, v ∈ Rn are word vectors provided by a VSM and AR, BR ∈ Rn×n are
matrices to be learned.

? used a single layer neural network to compute phrase vector:

f(u, v; θ) = tanh(We[u; v] + be) (3.23)

The net is placed in a recursive autoencoder and trained by minimizing recon-
struction error of all nodes in a set of parse trees. The authors used the same set
of parameters for all syntactic relations.

They also experimented with a deeper network, having the most expressive
power in existing models:

h = tanh(W (1)
e [u; v] + b(1)e ) (3.24)

f(u, v; θ) = tanh(W (2)
e h+ b(2)e ) (3.25)

? incorporated some ideas from lexical functions. They represented each word
by a matrix-vector pair. The composition of two words u = (A, a) and v = (B, b)
is carried out in two parts:

fV (u, v; θ) = g

(
WV

[
Ba
Ab

]
+ b

)
(3.26)

where g is a sigmoidal function, for example sigmoid or tanh.

fM(u, v; θ) = WM

[
A
B

]
(3.27)

f(u, v; θ) = (fM(u, v; θ), fV (u, v; θ)) (3.28)

All matrices and vectors are not predetermined but computed via training
on a parsed corpus. Even for low dimensionality (e.g. 100 dimensions for each
vector), the number of parameters grow too large. Therefore they restricted the
rank of matrices by setting:

A = UV + diag(a) (3.29)

where U ∈ Rn×r, V ∈ Rr×n, a ∈ Rn. The rank was fixed to be 3 in all their
experiments.
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Chapter 4

Artificial neural networks (ANN)

Invented in 1943 as a simple model of biological neural networks [?], after 70 years
of research, artificial neural networks (ANNs) are now a powerful and popular
tool for machine learning and have achieved state-of-the-art in various tasks in
computer vision, robotics and natural language processing (see ? for a review).

Given the fact that the composition of meaning is effectively performed by
billions of biological neural networks in a daily basis, it is very appealing to
implement the composition of word vectors by ANNs. May it not only come
close to the performance of human language users, but also give insights into the
human mind.

This chapter serves as an introduction to the core ideas in ANNs together with
specific models and techniques that will come in next chapters to make the thesis
self-contained. No background knowledge is required apart from derivative and
linear combination. Many topics about ANNs are beyond the scope of this thesis
for which interested readers may want to consult ? (for foundational topics) or
? (for practical purposes).

4.1 ANN in a nutshell

Neurons are building blocks of the human brain. Three main components of a
neuron are its dendrite forest, its soma (cell body) and its axon. Information
flows through a neuron in one direction: input signals are picked up by dendrites,
aggregated in the soma and ignite a response signal transferred along the axon.
This axon comes in contact with another neuron, which gathers signals from not
only one but thousands of neurons, and make it fire and so on...

This structure is faithfully modelled by artificial neurons. A neuron aggregates
inputs by linear combination with its weights as coefficients, plus a bias. The
result is called net input. It then ignites an activation which is a number we get
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4. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS (ANN)

from applying an activation function on the net input.
Let us consider an ANN which is organized into layers: all neurons lying in

the same layer are structurally identical and there is a notion of ordering between
layers. Let us further assume that connections come in only one direction from
one layer to the next. That net is called a feed-forward neural network. Its first
layer is called input layer. The last layer is called output layer. Other layers are
call hidden layers.

Because of homogeneity within a layer, we can formally define it as a whole

using vectors and matrices. Assume that we have L layers, the lth layer has
size sl, l = 1, ..., L. The input is a vector x ∈ Rs0 and output ŷ ∈ RsL . The
weights of all units in layer l are summarized in matrix W (l) ∈ Rsl×sl−1 and
their bias in vector b ∈ Rsl . Similarly, the net input is a vector z ∈ Rsl and
activation a ∈ Rsl . Each layer is assigned an activation function fl(·) which
can be vectorized: fl([z1, ..., zn]) = [fl(z1), ..., fl(zn)]. The network can now be
specified by the following system of equations:

z(1) = W (1)x+ b(1) (4.1)

a(1) = f1
(
z(1)
)

(4.2)

z(l) = W (l)a(l−1) + b(l), ∀l = 2, ..., L (4.3)

a(l) = fl
(
z(l)
)
,∀l = 2, ..., L (4.4)

ŷ = a(L) (4.5)

As long as an ANN’s structure remains the same, only by changing its weights
one may change its behavior. Similar to synaptic plasticity observed in the brain,
our artificial neurons can disconnect itself from another neuron by setting the
corresponding weight to zero, form an excitatory connection by a positive weight
or an inhibitory connection by a negative weight.

We can think of the whole ANN as a big function:

ŷ = F (x; θ) (4.6)

where θ ∈ Rm is the set of its parameters, consisting of weights and biases.
Given an expected output y ∈ RsL , we can modify the parameters θ in a way that
the actual output ŷ becomes close to the expected output y where closeness is a
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4. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS (ANN)

number returned by some loss function. This process is called supervised training.
In the current research, the only loss function I used is the mean squared error :

J(θ) =
1

sL

sL∑
i=1

(ŷi − yi)2 (4.7)

We can compute the gradient which, starting at any point in parameter space,
can tell us the direction along which we can maximally reduce error:

∇J(θ) =

[
∂J

∂θ1
(θ), ...,

∂J

∂θm
(θ)

]
(4.8)

The training procedure was gradient descent. In essence, it moves parameters
along a direction informed by the gradient until it can come no closer to the
expected output. Note that although, for the sake of simplicity, we talk about
only one pair of input and output here, the training was actually executed on
batches of thousands of training examples. In that case, inputs and outputs are
represented by matrices instead of vectors without much change in our formulae.

The choice of activation functions is a crucial one. If all activation functions
are linear or identical function, the net’s function F will degenerate into a linear
combination of inputs, which is not very useful. Hence, there must always be
some nonlinearity in the network. The shape of the activation function has a
great effect on the performance of a neural net, which will be discussed in Section
??. Then, three types of nonlinearity and their representative realization used in
this research will be shown in next sections.

4.2 Backpropagation and its implications on ac-

tivation functions

Equations (??-??) are called forward propagation because they calculate the ac-
tivation of layers from the first to the last. A reverse procedure called backward
propagation or backpropagation is used to calculate the gradient used in training.

Firstly, take the derivative of the last layer:

∂J

∂W
(L)
ij

=
∂J

∂ŷi

∂ŷi

∂z
(L)
i

∂z
(L)
i

∂W
(L)
ij

=
2

sL
(ŷi − yi)f ′L

(
z
(L)
i

)
a
(L−1)
j (4.9)

∂J

∂b
(L)
i

=
∂J

∂ŷi

∂ŷi

∂z
(L)
i

∂z
(L)
i

∂b
(L)
i

=
2

sL
(ŷi − yi)f ′L

(
z
(L)
i

)
(4.10)
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4. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS (ANN)

The amount:

δ
(L)
i =

2

sL
(ŷi − yi)f ′L

(
z
(L)
i

)
(4.11)

can be thought of as the change that unit i of the last layer need to make to
reduce error. Substitute (??) in (??-??), we see that this change is passed down

to its weights W
(L)
ij ,∀j = 1, ..., sL−1 and bias b

(L)
i :

∂J

∂W
(L)
ij

= δ
(L)
i a

(L−1)
j (4.12)

∂J

∂b
(L)
i

= δ
(L)
i (4.13)

Notice that an unit in hidden layer l can only contribute to the output via
units in the next layer, suggesting that the change in this unit consists of a
weighted sum of changes in the next layer (a proof can be easily derived by chain
rule):

δ
(l)
i =

(
sl+1∑
k=1

W
(l+1)
ki δ

(l+1)
i

)
f ′l

(
z
(l)
i

)
(4.14)

The derivatives of weights and bias come immediately:

∂J

∂W
(l)
ij

= δ
(l)
i a

(l−1)
j (4.15)

∂J

∂b
(l)
i

= δ
(l)
i (4.16)

We observe that the derivative of activation function appears in both (??)

and (??). A non-zero value of f ′l (z
(l)
i ) means the neuron can adapt to the error

by changing its weights and bias. A zero or very small value means the neuron
will not make any noticeable change therefore will not help reduce the error. On
the other hand, a non-zero activation fl(z

(l)
i ) contribute to the final output while

a zero or small enough one does not.
Let us define relation T between a neuron i and an example (x, y):

T(i, (x, y)) ⇐⇒ |f ′l (z
(l)
i )| ≥ ε (4.17)

If T(i, (x, y)) true, we say i is trained on (x, y). Relation E is defined between a
neuron i and an input x:

E(i, x) ⇐⇒ |fl(z(l)i )| ≥ ξ (4.18)
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4. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS (ANN)

If E(i, x) holds true, we say i responds to x. ε, ξ ∈ R+ are some small constants.
It is natural to expect these relations to go hand in hand:

T(i, (x, y)) ⇐⇒ E(i, x) (4.19)

However there are cases where a neuron responds to an input but cannot be
trained on it, for example on a non-zero plateau or saturation region of the
activation function, |fl(z(l)i )| ≥ ξ while f ′l (z

(l)
i ) ≈ 0. Regions like this can be

typically found in bounded function with non-zero limits. The other case when
a neuron is trained on what it does not respond to happens only at some certain
points because the non-zero derivative will drive the activation function away
from zero.

For hidden layers, we certainly expect a neuron to be trained on a certain set
but not all of the examples:

|{(x, y)|T(i, (x, y))}| � |{(x, y)}| (4.20)

because examples sharing some characteristics may reinforce each other while all
available examples are too noisy. Vice versa, we expect an input to be responded
by a certain group of neurons but not all of them:

|{i|E(i, x)}| � sl (4.21)

to disentangle factors contributing to the output. This represents the specializa-
tion within our neural population. Because of these desiderata, we prefer acti-
vation functions with a large region of zero activation (both value and derivative
are zero).

For output layer, we need them to be always trainable: T(i, (x, y)),∀i. Hence,
we prefer activation function with no plateau or saturation region.

4.3 Sigmoidal activation functions and tanh

Sigmoidal functions were once the de facto standard in ANN researches. All
sigmoidal functions share a characteristic that each has a (mostly) linear region
framed between two saturation regions where the function tends to a constant
(see Figure ??).

In the current research, I used a special case of sigmoidal function, hyperbolic
tangent, which is defined by:

tanh(z) =
1− e−2z

1 + e−2z
(4.22)
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4. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS (ANN)

Different from a more popular sigmoidal function, logistic function, which can
return positive values only, the output of this function lies between -1 and 1. This
property makes it suitable for calculating vector components. Similar to some
other sigmoidal functions, its derivative can be computed efficiently, fertilizing
efficient training:

tanh′(z) = 1− tanh2(z) (4.23)

4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4
1.0

0.5

0.0

0.5

1.0

Figure 4.1: y = tanh(x), an example of
sigmoidal functions.

An important property of sig-
moidal functions is that they can be
used to construct universal function
approximators. ? proved that any
feed-forward neural net with a sig-
moidal hidden layer can approximate
any continuous function given a large
enough number of neurons.

However, two saturation regions
mean that this function can be trapped
in high activation - low derivative sit-
uation. Besides, the absence of a zero
region means each neuron is trained on
all examples and each example is re-
sponded by all neurons.

4.4 Piece-wise linear

activation functions and rectifier units

Rectified linear is an activation function that passes the net input if it is greater
than zero and suppresses it otherwise (see Figure ??):

f(x) =

{
x if x ≥ 0

0 otherwise
(4.24)

It is also written in a more compact way:

f(x) = max(0, x) (4.25)

The function is monotonically increasing. Its derivative is given by:

f(x) =


1 if x > 0

0 if x < 0

undefined if x = 0

(4.26)
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4. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS (ANN)

An artificial neuron equipped with rectified linear as its activation function is
called a rectifier unit.

As a direct consequence of its definition, rectifier units have sparsifying power.
For example, a randomly initialized rectifier network has around 50% of its rec-
tifier units being inactive for an input event. This property helps disentangle
different factors as discussed near the end of Section ??. Moreover, this function
satisfies (??) (except at the origin) which helps efficient training.

Moreover, ? has argued that, rectified linear as an activation function is more
biologically plausible than hyperbolic tangent.

4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4
1

0

1

2

3

4

Figure 4.2: Rectified linear function, an
example of piece-wise linear functions.

A biological neuron fires by many
consecutive spikes, short bursts of the
electrical membrane potential in its
soma that is transferred along its axon.
Every spike of a neuron is identical but
the firing rate (the number of spikes
in an unit of time) depends on to-
tal electric current applied on the neu-
ron, among other factors. It is a con-
sensus among neuroscientists that a
neuron starts firing when input cur-
rent is greater than a certain thresh-
old, increases monotonically and tends
to a saturation level as the current in-
creases [?, p. 49-50].

The property that a neuron is ac-
tive only when input signal exceeds a certain threshold is termed one-sided. Just
as biological neurons, rectifier units are one-sided. In contrast, hyperbolic tan-
gent neurons are antisymmetric, meaning that the output for negative input is
negative.

Rectified linear belongs to the family of piece-wise linear activation functions.
These functions, especially that of maxout [?] and rectifier units, are becoming
more and more popular and have achieved improved performance over traditional
activation functions [???]. Feed-foward networks with maxout units was shown
to be universal function approximators [?].

4.5 Competitive neural networks and local winner-

take-all (LWTA) blocks

So far we have considered interaction between different layers only while neurons
in the same layer are assume to be independent. It turns out that same-layer
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4. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS (ANN)

interaction can be useful as lateral excitatory and inhibitory connections in the
brain were found to help visual contrast enhancement, decision and memory [?, p.
95-153]. Motivated by connectivity in the brain, researchers have devised various
competitive neural networks [?, p. 201-203].

Figure 4.3: Two local-
winner-take-all blocks.
Within each block, only
the unit receiving maximal
input is activated.

In a typical arrangement, a neuron forms ex-
citatory connections with nearby neurons and
spreads inhibitory connections to more distant
ones. In a neural population with that arrange-
ment, given constant input signal, a neuron or neu-
ronal subpopulation will emerge as winner because
the neuron or neuronal subpopulation that is ini-
tially activated strongly enough will suppress its
neighbours, dampen theirs inhibition upon itself to
become more and more activated. This dynamics
is called winner-take-all (WTA).

Obviously, implementing this dynamics is nei-
ther practical nor necessary for ANN. Computer
scientists model its final result (when the network
has become stable) by a hard WTA gate which out-
puts an 1 for the maximal input and 0’s for other
inputs. Some variants were also created: k-WTA
gates which emit k 1’s for the most activated inputs
and soft WTA gates which emit a real value pro-
portional to the rank of each input. Surprisingly,
those simple constructs possesses a vast comput-
ing power: a feed-forward network with a single k-WTA unit can compute any
boolean function and with a single soft WTA unit, it can approximate any con-
tinuous function arbitrarily well (i.e. an universal function approximator) [??].

In my research, I made use of local winner-take-all (LWTA) blocks inspired
by ?. A layer is divided into blocks of equal size. Within each block, each neuron
receives the activation of only one neuron at its position in the previous layer.
The neuron which gets the greatest input will be activated with a strength equal
to that input. Other neurons in the same layer is inactive (see Figure ??).

To formally define a LWTA layer, we need to modify equations (??-??) into:

z(i) = a(i−1) (4.27)

a
(i)
j = goff (j)(z

(i)
b(j), z

(i)
b(j)+1, ..., z

(i)
b(j)+s−1) (4.28)

where s is block size, b(j) = b j
s
c is the start index of unit j’s block, off (j) = (j
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4. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS (ANN)

mod s) is its offset in the block and gk(·) is the competition function at offset k:

gk(z1, ..., zs) =

{
zk if zk ≥ zl,∀l = 1, ..., s

0 otherwise
(4.29)

In case of multiple winners, the last one is given precedence.
At training time, while a sigmoidal or piecewise linear unit can be considered a

feature detector which responds to some activation pattern of the previous layer,
a LWTA block can be thought of as where detected features compete to explain
the expected output. When two features which possibly explain for a training
example exist but only one is chosen, we say that one explains away the other.
This works as a simple strategy for disentangling.

To draw a comparison between LWTA and rectifier as an activation function,
we can rewrite (??) as:

g′k(zk) =

{
zk if zk ≥ z∗k
0 otherwise

(4.30)

where z∗k = max{zi|i 6= k}. (??) is a generalization of (??). It is easy to point out
that LWTA also has sparsifying power and satisfy (??) as rectified linear does.

A potential problem of LWTA as an activation function occurs when z∗k < 0.
In this case, the function gk(·) is not monotonic: it is zero ∀zk < z∗k, fails under
zero at z∗k and then gradually rises over zero and to infinity. This behavior is
undesirable and can be corrected by rectifying z∗k.

Notice that linear combination is absent in (??) (which is different from ?).
This modification enables LWTA layers to act as purely competitive layer and
combine directly with other nonlinearity.
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Methods and results
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Chapter 5

ANN models of composition

Creativity is just connecting
things.

Steve Jobs

Compositional VSMs call for expressive power where neural networks shine.
I simply put them together.

The first neural network architecture I investigated (denoted by tahn) is a
tanh ANN as described in Section ??. This is equivalent to the encoding com-
ponent of deep autoencoders in ?. However it does not learn by reconstructing
constituents but by fitting to observed phrase vectors.

The second architecture (rect) consists of a rectifier hidden layer and a lin-
ear output layer as described in Section ??. Rectifier units are not suitable for
output layers because they cannot emit negative values and the gradient cannot
be propagated through inactive nodes. They were attempted with poor results
and will not be reported here.

The third architecture (lwta) has two hidden layers - one linear and one
LWTA - and a linear output layer as described in Section ??. The reason for a
linear output layer is similar to that of rect.

To fix the problem of non-monotonicity mentioned at the end of Section ??,
I replaced the linear hidden layer by a rectifier layer, resulting in the fourth
architecture (rect+lwta). Note that:

max(gk(z1, ...zs), 0) = gk(max(z1, 0), ...,max(zs, 0)) (5.1)

where gk(·) is defined by (??). Therefore reordering does not effect our nets.
While the above mentioned architectures provide the expressive power needed

for effective composition, we can actually compose word vectors in at least two
ways.
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5. ANN MODELS OF COMPOSITION

I call the first approach direct composition (dir) which simply uses the net-
work output as a phrase vector:

p = F ([u, v]; θR) (5.2)

where F is the whole-network function (see Section ??), u, v are constituent
vectors, [u, v] is the concatenation of them, θR is the set of parameters for the
syntactic relation R, and p is the predicted phrase vector.

Notice that the conventional and effective loss function used in this research,
mean squared error, is proportional to the squared distance between actual and
expected phrase vectors. But we measure their similarity by the cosine of the
angle between them instead. For this loss function to work properly, I added a
normalization layer immediately after the output layer of each architecture above.
This layer does not perform linear combination and have an special activation
function that depends on the net input of all units in the layer:

z
(l)
i = a

(l−1)
i (5.3)

a
(l)
i =

0 if z
(l)
i = 0

z
(l)
i∑sl

j=1

(
z
(l)
j

)2 otherwise
(5.4)

With a normalization layer, the output vectors of our models are always unit
vectors (except the case of zero vector) and its distance to the expected vector
monotonically decreases with the cosine between them. Therefore, minimizing
mean squared error is equivalent to maximizing similarity.

The second approach explicitly uses ANNs to model the variation among
phrases. The composition in this approach is a two-step process. Firstly, we com-
pute a base vector using a simple composition function, addition in this study.
This function has limited expressive power therefore cannot work well for every
phrases but we assume that it can compute a vector somewhat close to the ex-
pected one. We then use an ANN to compute a blending vector that will be added
to the base vector to create final result. I term this approach blending compo-
sition (bld). One can also think of blending models as unconventional neural
networks with fixed-weight connections skipping from the input layer directly to
the output layer but I prefer the previous conception to stress that the nets are
used to model variation, hence1:

p =
u+ v

2
+ F ([u, v]; θR) (5.5)

1An alternate is to use normalized addition as a base vector which may be more stable. We
can also replace it by piece-wise multiplication for this method achieves good empirical results
in many tasks. However piece-wise multiplication does not work well with SVD space (see a
discussion in Section ??). I leave the problem of the best base composition for future research.
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Because there is not an apparent way to normalize blending vectors, I omit
the normalization layer in these models.

Combining 4 architectures and 2 modes of composition, I created 8 novel
models. In next chapters, I will denote them as architecture.mode, for example
tanh.dir, lwta.bld.
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Chapter 6

Evaluation methodology

I compare my models to baseline models that are widely used in the literature.
All models operated on a SVD and a NNSE space in three tasks.

6.1 Baseline models

I compared my models against four popular models. Element-wise multiplication
(Equation ??, mul) is a simple operation model but achieve competitive perfor-
mance in many tasks. Lexical function (Equation ??, lexfunc) represents its own
paradigm. Weighted additive (Equation ??, wadd) and full additive (Equation
??, fadd) represent parametrized models. Besides, I also use observed phrase
vectors (i.e. no composition, obs) as a base line. Kintsch’s nearest neighbour
model has shown poor results in previous researches therefore not included.

Element-wise multiplication is not suitable to matrices with many negative
values. When ui and vi are both positive, their composition pi should be highly
positive. When they are both negative, the composition should be negative but
element-wise multiplication results in a positive element instead. When they bear
different signs, it is unclear whether pi should be positive or negative. A SVD
matrix is typically half positive and half negative. Due to limited time budget,
I did not implement a solution for this problem (cf. ?). Hence, element-wise
multiplication performance on SVD space should be disregarded in next chapters.

6.2 Tasks

6.2.1 Seven-choice noun-modifier questions

? created a dataset that asks composition models to point out, among seven
words, the synonymous word of a phrase.
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6. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

There are 2180 questions, each consists of a bigram and seven words. The
bigram is a noun phrase. The first word is the correct answer. Two next words are
the noun and the modifier. The fourth is a synonym or hypernym of the modifier
and the fifth is a synonym or hypernym of the head. The last two choices are
randomly selected nouns. Table ?? shows a sample question.

Turney argued that humans may use the knowledge that dog house cannot
mean either dog or house alone to establish a constraint that eliminate choices
(2) and (3) in all questions. In his experiments, he found that all methods greatly
benefited from this constraint.

In my experiment, different from Turney’s, precision is defined as the ratio
between the number of correct answers and all answers, and an additional measure
of coverage is reported that is equal to the ratio between the number of answers
to questions. A model will not give an answer in cases that the best choice has a
zero or negative similarity with the given phrase. A word and a phrase are of zero
similarity if their vectors are perpendicular, the word is missing in the space, or
the phrase cannot be composed by the composition model. Negative similarity is
understood as signalling antonymy therefore not considered as a valid answer.

Besides, I used only 743 questions in which words occur frequently enough in
my corpus. A question was included if it satisfies: (i) the modifier, head and foils
have a frequency in our concatenated corpus of at least 20 occurrences (ii) the
modifier must have adjective as its most frequent tag in the corpus. Foils that
are absent or occur with frequency less than 20 are removed but the question it
belongs to is retained. As a result, 237 questions miss 1 foil, 42 questions miss 2
foils and 4 questions lack of 3 foils.1

Stem dog house
Choices: (1) kennel

(2) dog
(3) house
(4) canine
(5) dwelling
(6) effect
(7) largeness

Solution: (1) kennel

Table 6.1: An example of a seven-choice noun-modifier composition question
(adopted Table 13 in ?). A model must find the choice that is synonymous with
the phrase in the question. The first choice is always the correct answer.

1I thank my advisor, Professor Marco Baroni, for preparing this dataset.
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6.2.2 Verb disambiguating

In ?, evaluated models had to provide a similarity score for pairs of phrases. A
phrase in each pair was made of a noun and one of two intransitive verbs – one was
called target verb and the other was call landmark verb. Landmark verbs were
chosen in distinct Wordnet synsets of a target verb so that they can be divided
into sets of low and high similarity. The same pair of target and landmark verbs
can bear high or low similarity depending on the accompanying noun (see Table
??).

The score was assimilated to human judgements (each pair is judged by mul-
tiple participants) according to Spearman’s ρ. Also called Spearman’s rank cor-
relation coefficient, this index lies in [-1, 1] where ρ = 1 means one variable
monotonically increases as the other increases and ρ = −1 corresponds to a de-
creasing monotonic trend between them. The larger ρ is, the better a model.

Moreover, similarity scores are separated according to high or low similarity.
Average high similarity score is expected to be greater than average low quality
scores and the two populations should be statistically different.

Noun Reference High Low
The fire glowed burned beamed
The face glowed beamed burned
The child strayed roamed digressed
The discussion strayed digressed roamed
The sales slumped declined slouched
The shoulders slumped slouched declined

Table 6.2: Examples from ?. Depends on the disambiguating noun, a landmark
verb can have high or low similarity with the reference (target) verb. Each tuples
of a noun, a target verb and a landmark verb is provided with multiple similarity
judgements.

6.2.3 Short phrase similarity

? contributed another dataset. They asked participants to rate the similarity
of two short phrases of either adjective-noun combinations, verb-object combi-
nations or compound nouns. The rate ranges from 1 for no similarity to 7 for
completely synonymous (see Table ?? for examples). A pair of phrase can be
judged by more than one participants.

A composition model assigns a similarity score for each pair of phrases. The
Spearman’s ρ between its similarity scores and that of humans is then computed.
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P Type First phrase Second phrase Rating
1 verb-object support offer help provide 7
2 adjective-noun high price short time 1
4 compound nouns assistant secretary company director 4

Table 6.3: Three rows in ? dataset show three types of phrase and high, medium
or low similarity judgement. P = Participant.

6.3 Data

I used a combination of UkWaC [?], Wikipedia and BNC as a corpus. This
corpus contains about 2.9 billion tokens accompanied by full dependency parsing
and takes up a total size of 20.70GB of gzip-compressed files on disk. Obviously,
the corpus covers a very wide range of topics and a huge vocabulary.

6.3.1 Word space

All words that appear in evaluation tasks are included as rows in co-occurrence
matrix. To discover the latent semantics of those words, more data is needed. I
gathered words that appear at least 100 times in the corpus and have at least 2
characters. I then sampled them so that the rows of co-occurrence matrix would
count to 230K. This is the threshold for my current implementation to work
properly.

As discussed in Section ??, I used within-sentence words as contexts. 10K
contexts that show the most co-occurrences with target words are chosen to be
columns of co-occurrence matrix.

After construction, there were 703,841,659 non-zero cells in the co-occurrence
matrix, with a cell density of 30.60%. Applying PPMI resulted in a matrix of
327,667,591 non-zero cells which translates into 14.25% density.

For SVD space, the implementation in ? has been used to create a space of
1,089 dimensions (approximately 1,000 dimensions as the exact number is not
obtainable with current implementation and matrix size). The matrix was dense
(nearly 100%) with 250,467,713 non-zero cells.

For NNSE space, following ?, I applied SVD to reduce dimensionality to
about 2,000 (more precisely 2,003) and then used NNSE dimensionality reduction
(sparsity λ = 0.05) by SPAMS toolbox [?] to create an exactly 1,000-dimensional
space. 31,218,522 cells were non-zero, equivalent to a density of 13.57%.
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6. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

6.3.2 Observed phrase space

The observed baseline model works by looking up phrases in a prepared space
containing all phrases that appear in evaluation tasks. Co-occurrences between
phrases and context words are gathered in the same way as for word space. All
transformations applied on word space, in order, are also performed on observed
phrase space in a way that preserves their meaning.

For PPMI smoothing, assume the notation of Equation (??-??) and let f ′kj
is the co-occurrence count of phrase k and context j, the transformed matrix is
defined by:

p′kj =
f ′kj∑

i

∑
j fij

(6.1)

p′k∗ =

∑
j f
′
kj∑

i

∑
j fij

(6.2)

pmi′kj = log

(
p′kj
p′k∗p∗j

)
(6.3)

x′kj =

{
pmi′kj if pmi′kj > 0

0 otherwise
(6.4)

Given Vr defined in Section ?? and X ′ a co-occurrence or transformed matrix,
the SVD matrix for phrases is:

A′ = X ′Vr (6.5)

Similarly, given dictionary D obtained by solving (??), the NNSE phrase
matrix can be found by solving:

arg min
A′

m∑
i=1

(∥∥X ′i,: − A′i,:D∥∥2 + λ
∥∥A′i,:∥∥1) (6.6)

6.3.3 Training phrase space

For the parametrized and lexical function models to work, I trained them on
about 20K phrases of relevant syntactic relations from the corpus. None of them
appeared in observed phrase space. The co-occurrence counting and matrix trans-
formation are identical to the previous section.

To assess the generalization power of composition models, I created two dif-
ferent datasets.

For unbalanced dataset, the most frequent phrases are included while no atten-
tion is paid to the distribution of training examples for each word. This dataset
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6. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

contains 394 distinct head words with 11.93± 17.15 training examples each (the
later figure is standard deviation) and 373 distinct dependent words, each one
has 13.73± 23.54 training examples.

For balanced dataset, I limited the number of phrases for each head word by
20K divided by the number of required head words. The same restriction applied
to dependent words. Most frequent phrases are then added or random phrases are
removed to meet the predefined number of phrases. This results in a phrase space
of 712 distinct head words having 18.01 ± 6.62 phrases each and 677 dependent
words having 19.95± 13.27 phrases each.

6.4 Implementation and hyperparameters

The implementation of baseline models were included in DISSECT toolkit [?]
while neural network models were implemented with the help of Pylearn2 [?]. I
used default configurations and hyperparameters whenever they are available.

In neural network models, each hidden layer has 6,000 units while the size of
input and output layers depends on the dimensionality of the space. For LWTA
layers, the block size was 5.

All neural network layers were sparse-initialized, i.e. initializing a random
subset of 30 weights selected from thousands of weights of each neuron, by samples
from a standard normal distribution.

Conjugate batch gradient descent was used as training procedure. A random
portion of 10% of a dataset is reserved for validation. The training is terminated
when the validate error is not decreased by at least 0.1% in 5 consecutive epochs
or a maximum number of 150 epochs is exceeded. Then the parameter setting
that leads to smallest validate error is taken.
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Chapter 7

Results

Tables ??-?? summarize the performance of different models when trained on the
balanced dataset.

Neural composition models achieved the best precision in seven-choice syn-
onym task; in verb disambiguating task, a composition neural model got the best
performance for SVD space; and another model won short phrase similarity task
for NNSE. Element-wise multiplication overperformed other models in verb dis-
ambiguating task for NNSE space and weighted addition was the best in short
phrase similarity task for SVD space. They beat the second models (which were
neural) by at least 20%.

All models, except mul for NNSE space, failed to separate high-similarity pairs
from low-similarity pairs in verb disambiguating task. Tanh models performed
particularly badly compared to other neural models and baseline models alike.
Given that tahn neural networks are universal approximators, this result may
originate from ineffective training as argued in Section ??. No any specific model
won all tasks. Moreover, comparing NNSE and SVD spaces, I found no apparent
advantage of the sparser one.

Tables ??-?? show the performance of models trained on unbalanced dataset.
Surprisingly, some models experienced performance gain (marked by a pair of
parentheses). Notice that in short phrase similarity task (Table ?? and ??),
many models were performing better than observed baseline, it hints that better
approximation of observed phrase space does not always translate into better
performance.

In Turney’s task, fadd and lexfunc failed to answer many questions that
they had answered before and their precision plunged to the lowest level among
all models. Lexical function cannot compose the phrases whose modifier it does
not have enough training data, explaining why it missed more than 50% ques-
tions. Among those questions that it gave an answer, many might have had too
small the number of available training examples that it cannot effectively gen-
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7. RESULTS

SVD NNSE
obs 0.537 0.543
mul 0.272 0.435
wadd 0.439 0.436
fadd 0.459 0.468
lexfunc 0.452 0.420
tahn.dir 0.254 0.292
rect.dir 0.421 0.462
lwta.dir 0.432 0.471
rect+lwta.dir 0.433 0.466
tahn.bld 0.245 0.277
rect.bld 0.464 0.441
lwta.bld 0.420 0.451
rect+lwta.bld 0.471 0.455

Table 7.1: Precision of different composition models and spaces answering the
seven-choice noun-modifier questions dataset. All models answered more than
99% questions, except tanh.bld which omitted 3% (21 questions). Model pa-
rameters were fitted to balanced training set.

eralized from, therefore it lost about 20% of the accuracy it had when trained
on balanced dataset. Full addition is well-defined for all phrases but because of
limited expressive power, it can only work well where the majority of its training
examples live. In this case the training and test data were too different that both
precision and coverage were greatly affected.

In contrast, weighted addition which has only two parameters did not seem
to reflex the change of dataset much and maintained a good performance.

Neural composition models like rect, lwta, rect+lwta have the necessary
expressive power to achieve good performance in different regions of the input
space, in this case including the regions it was tested but not specifically trained
on. rect+lwta.bld achieved the best performance with both SVD and NNSE
space in this task.

In the other tasks, the effect was mixed as more models improved their per-
formance via unbalanced training data. One can observe, at least, that LWTA
seems to be superior to other architectures by its variants achieving best scores
in various measures.

Once again, no model has emerged as the champion of all tasks and sparse
representation did not always win over dense representation. Taking a closer look,
some winning models show great variation in their performance across tasks. For
instance, lwta.dir was the best model in Turney’s task (NNSE space, trained on
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7. RESULTS

SVD NNSE
ρ Hi Lo ρ Hi Lo

obs 0.183 0.434 0.222 0.184 0.247 0.094
mul -0.056 0.949 0.964 0.145 0.637 0.494
wadd 0.076 0.912 0.912 0.043 0.877 0.878
fadd 0.119 0.856 0.855 0.092 0.734 0.734
lexfunc 0.010 0.947 0.950 -0.001 0.821 0.829
tahn.dir 0.055 0.932 0.934 -0.018 0.876 0.880
rect.dir 0.018 0.971 0.973 0.021 0.838 0.849
lwta.dir 0.067 0.956 0.961 0.008 0.829 0.844
rect+lwta.dir 0.050 0.949 0.956 -0.005 0.835 0.848
tahn.bld -0.012 0.456 0.466 -0.069 0.431 0.447
rect.bld 0.119 0.894 0.889 0.119 0.690 0.667
lwta.bld 0.000 0.242 0.249 0.004 0.216 0.230
rect+lwta.bld 0.112 0.889 0.884 0.090 0.694 0.683

Table 7.2: Performance on verb disambiguating task. Models were trained on
balanced training set. An upper bound of ρ is assumed to be 0.40, the correlation
of human judgements.

balanced dataset) but performed badly on verb disambiguating task (ρ = 0.008
while the best model got ρ = 0.145). In similar setting, rect+lwta.dir, the best
model in short phrase similarity task, did even worse on on verb disambiguating
task (ρ = −0.005). This instability casts doubt on the goodness of some neural
models. If a good model is one that constantly achieves good performance on
different tasks, I will vote for rect.bld and rect+lwta.bld. They stand at four
first places in the ranking of models operating on SVD space, trained on either
balanced or unbalanced dataset and also stay competitive when running on NNSE
space.

Comparing NNSE and SVD, we find mixed results. Except obs (no composi-
tion) and mul (which cannot work properly on SVD space, see Section ??); wadd,
tahn.dir, tahn.bld, rect.bld, and rect+lwta.bld performed better on SVD
in most cases while fadd, rect.dir, lwta.dir, rect+lwta.dir, and lwta.bld

preferred NNSE space. lexfunc worked better with NNSE space at half of the
times while preferring SVD at the rest. Regarding the best scores of two spaces,
NNSE was better in verb disambiguating task while SVD won in short phrase
similarity. They were equal in seven-choice synonym task. By and large, no space
is superior in all respects but they seem to complement each other.
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SVD NNSE
all AN VO NN all AN VO NN

obs 0.26 0.32 0.33 0.36 0.39 0.36 0.31 0.46
mul 0.22 0.24 0.22 0.29 0.33 0.26 0.31 0.41
wadd 0.43 0.39 0.43 0.45 0.41 0.35 0.38 0.45
fadd 0.23 0.30 0.34 0.42 0.35 0.35 0.33 0.47
lexfunc 0.28 0.31 0.28 0.41 0.37 0.29 0.33 0.45
tahn.dir 0.34 0.30 0.40 0.47 0.17 0.29 0.20 0.44
rect.dir 0.29 0.32 0.34 0.50 0.41 0.37 0.38 0.49
lwta.dir 0.29 0.35 0.35 0.48 0.41 0.36 0.36 0.50
rect+lwta.dir 0.29 0.35 0.38 0.46 0.42 0.38 0.37 0.50
tahn.bld -0.05 0.13 0.02 -0.20 -0.11 0.02 -0.02 -0.28
rect.bld 0.33 0.35 0.38 0.43 0.36 0.37 0.34 0.44
lwta.bld -0.03 0.14 0.01 0.11 0.20 0.28 0.26 0.24
rect+lwta.bld 0.34 0.34 0.37 0.42 0.35 0.35 0.34 0.43

Table 7.3: Performance on short phrase similarity task. Models were trained
on balanced training set. Abbreviations: AN=adjective-noun, VO=verb-object,
NN=noun-noun. The correlation between human subjects are, respectively, 0.52,
0.49, and 0.55.
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7. RESULTS

SVD NNSE
Precision Coverage Precision Coverage

obs 0.537 0.991 0.543 0.991
mul 0.272 1.000 0.435 1.000
wadd 0.432 1.000 0.433 1.000
fadd 0.268 0.863 0.331 0.992
lexfunc 0.363 0.493 0.323 0.505
tahn.dir 0.158 0.999 0.269 1.000
rect.dir 0.335 1.000 0.429 1.000
lwta.dir 0.376 1.000 0.425 1.000
rect+lwta.dir 0.369 1.000 0.424 1.000
tahn.bld 0.232 0.956 0.275 0.969
rect.bld (0.468) 1.000 0.439 1.000
lwta.bld 0.398 0.999 0.406 1.000
rect+lwta.bld (0.474) 1.000 0.443 1.000

Table 7.4: Performance on seven-choice synonym task when models were trained
on unbalanced dataset. Coverage is the ratio of answers to questions. A model
may not answer a question because either it could not compose the phrase vector
or it caused all choices to be of zero or negative similarity to the phrase. Numbers
in parantheses are better than their balanced counterpart.
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7. RESULTS

SVD NNSE
ρ Hi Lo ρ Hi Lo

obs 0.183 0.434 0.222 0.184 0.247 0.094
mul -0.056 0.949 0.964 0.145 0.637 0.494
wadd 0.063 0.949 0.950 0.025 0.964 0.965
fadd 0.013 0.436 0.481 0.049 0.637 0.642
lexfunc 0.005 0.816 0.825 (0.055) 0.784 0.792
tahn.dir (0.079) 0.912 0.914 -0.021 0.802 0.810
rect.dir 0.000 0.986 0.988 (0.026) 0.847 0.852
lwta.dir -0.015 0.979 0.982 (0.046) 0.829 0.831
rect+lwta.dir -0.015 0.979 0.981 (0.051) 0.825 0.825
tahn.bld (0.062) 0.504 0.515 (-0.010) 0.459 0.488
rect.bld 0.076 0.856 0.866 0.060 0.361 0.372
lwta.bld (0.069) 0.284 0.285 0.002 0.224 0.246
rect+lwta.bld 0.103 0.875 0.878 0.056 0.384 0.391

Table 7.5: Performance on verb disambiguating task in the case models were
trained on unbalanced dataset. Results that are better than their balanced coun-
terpart are written in parantheses.
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SVD NNSE
all AN VO NN all AN VO NN

obs 0.26 0.32 0.33 0.36 0.39 0.36 0.31 0.46
mul 0.22 0.24 0.22 0.29 0.33 0.26 0.31 0.41
wadd 0.43 0.38 0.42 0.45 0.40 0.34 (0.38) (0.45)
fadd 0.17 0.28 0.32 0.08 0.25 0.28 (0.34) 0.19
lexfunc 0.26 0.28 (0.31) 0.36 0.31 (0.29) 0.28 0.37
tahn.dir 0.35 (0.32) (0.41) 0.43 (0.29) (0.33) 0.26 0.43
rect.dir 0.29 0.31 0.33 0.48 (0.41) (0.39) 0.33 0.50
lwta.dir 0.26 0.31 0.33 0.48 (0.42) (0.40) 0.33 (0.50)
rect+lwta.dir 0.26 0.33 0.32 0.47 0.42 (0.39) 0.34 (0.51)
tahn.bld 0.15 0.12 (0.20) 0.16 (0.08) -0.05 (0.14) (0.10)
rect.bld 0.29 0.31 (0.40) 0.37 0.35 0.33 (0.36) 0.39
lwta.bld 0.02 0.07 (0.19) -0.07 0.13 0.18 0.20 0.05
rect+lwta.bld 0.30 0.31 (0.38) 0.37 (0.36) 0.34 (0.37) 0.39

Table 7.6: Performance on short phrase similarity task when models were trained
on unbalanced training set. Abbreviations: AN=adjective-noun, VO=verb-
object, NN=noun-noun. The correlation between human subjects are, respec-
tively, 0.52, 0.49, and 0.55. Results that are better than their balanced counter-
part are written in parantheses.
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Conclusions
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

In this research, I have classified composition models according to their expres-
sive power; analysed the behaviour of artificial neural networks, especially recent
architectures that showed impressive empirical performance; and connected them
by eight novel neural composition models. I then tested these models on three
widely used tasks in compositional distribution semantics and compared them
to popular baseline models. Besides, I compared dense, obscure, standard SVD
space with sparse, interpretable, recent NNSE space to observe the impact they
have upon different tasks.

Although achieving some best scores, in cases of verb disambiguating task on
NNSE space and short phrase similarity task on SVD space, neural models per-
formed worse than much simpler models (element-wise multiplication or weighted
addition) by large margin. Besides, some of the best-performing models in one
task showed below-average performance on other tasks. SVD and NNSE spaces
seemed to complement each other with each one achieving best performance on
some tasks.

Given the vast expressive power and empirical efficiency of the new models,
one may expect them to do better. One possible explanation is that all models in
this research suffer from the problem of polysemy and homograph, i.e. all senses
of a word and words that share the same written form are mixed into one vector,
which may set an upper bound for their performance. The failure to achieve
consistent improved results indicates that we have come close to such an upper
bound and in order to push the performance further, we need to alter the design
of composition models.
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